


Color Theory Vol. II
Multi Purpose 
Color Theory is a diverse assortment of coordinating drapery and multi purpose looks offered at value price point. Color Theory is packed with 

gorgeous saturated prints, chic embroideries, go-with stripes and checks across five books arranged by colour story. 

Mallard is a refreshing mix of turquoises and teals accompanied by fashion-forward Kelly and hunter greens. Rockstar glams things up with greys 

ranging from sleek silvers to deep charcoals and black. Fresh, playful raspberry pinks pop in Full Bloom while soft, useable blush ties the whole 

look together. True Blue showcases every shade of blue from deep and inky to subtle Wedgewood tones. Fool’s Gold mixes vivid golds with more 

subdued ochre, wheat and warm ivory for maximum style.

Pattern Rave is available to pass NFPA 701 with Alta treatment (5 yard minimum order for treatment) 

Featured: Color Theory Vol. II - Futura 140, Master Plan 327, Stained Glass 326, Cut Diamond 213, Kaa 532, Bright Side 416, Master Plan 220, 

Echogram 439, Humbolt 139, Mega Watt 328, Floral Frenzy 201, Insets 531, Futura 419, Abiquiu 530. Classic Velvets - Trinity 606, Vintage Chic 

601, San Zeno 605, Venini 607. 

Classic Velvets
Upholstery
Classic Velvets in an old-world inspired 

collection of cut-velvet designs perfect for 

residential and commercial applications. A 

timeless wide stripe, damask motifs and 

a strie stripe are shown alongside a more 

contemporary chevron and geometric. 

Elegant neutrals play off the saturated 

European colouring that Maxwell Fabrics is 

known for. 

All patterns pass between 30,000 – 

135,000 double rubs for heavy duty 

upholstery



Weave Works III
Multi Purpose 
Our upholstery solids and textures line 

has a new hit: Weave Works III featuring 

pattern Popular, a 100% cotton slub 

with a soft, brushed hand and Award, 

a must-have linen-look. This collection 

is a true workhorse as both patterns are 

multi purpose, washable and suitable for 

commercial settings.

Pattern Award passes NFPA 701 

Both patterns pass between 45,000 – 

105,000 double rubs for heavy duty 

upholstery and pass NFPA 260 Class I 

(UFAC) & CAL 117-2013

Curled Up IV
Upholstery
Curled Up IV is a compilation of nine 

chenille patterns with a soft hand and un-

derstated surface interest. A vast palette of 

soft tints and tones is set off by a selection 

of fashion colours. This latest addition to 

the Curled Up series continues to offer an 

ultra-soft, residential hand and look that 

can cross over into commercial settings.

All patterns pass between 90,000 – 

200,000 double rubs for heavy duty 

upholstery

Pure & Simple VI 
- Satin
Multi Purpose
Pure & Simple is our line of drapery and 

multi purpose solids and textures. Pure & 

Simple VI – Satin is the latest installment in 

this category with a washable, exclusive FR 

poly satin aptly named Silky Smooth in a 

range of chic neutrals and classic, useable 

hues. 

Pattern Silky Smooth passes NFPA 701 

Featured: Weave Works III - Popular 01, 07, 08, 20, 28. Curled Up IV - Certain 867, Proud 865, Proud 803, Bonus 862, Soul Train 827, Certain 818, 

Proud 803. Pure & Simple VI - Silky Smooth 64, 65, 59.
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Metallica
Drapery
Metallica is a glam collection of four 

exclusive small-scale and textural jacquards 

in a range of shimmery neutrals boosted 

by the addition of a few gem tones. This 

book is perfect for commercial drapery and 

bedding with all patterns being washable 

and passing NFPA 701.

All patterns pass NFPA 701

Featured: Glossy 05, Northern Lights 02, 

Dazzler 10, Dazzler 01, Northern Lights 02

Preston II
Upholstery
Preston II features the best colourways 

from the very successful original Preston 

book with the addition of 27 fresh, new 

colours. This multi-colour chunky bas-

ketweave is a go-to choice for residential 

and commercial upholstery applications.

Pattern Preston passes 201,000 double 

rubs for heavy duty upholstery 

Featured: Preston 18, 41, 49, 58, 59


